Line-ups
1. Start with position I (Right Back) for BOTH teams.
2. Match position numbers between Lineup Sheet and Score sheet.
3. Enter Libero numbers in the space provided.
4. If 0 or 1 Liberos: Draw an X in the rightmost Libero box for all remaining sets on the Lineup Sheet.
5. If 2 Liberos: Copy Libero numbers to Libero boxes for all remaining sets on the Lineup Sheet.
6. Record captain in CAPTAIN area.

A & B if not pre-printed

Serving team: X through and Service Rounds box 1

Receiving team: X through 1

Substitutions
1. Record entering player number in left box.
2. Slash team Substitutions.
3. For exceptional subs, and subs due to expulsions/disqualifications. Circle the exiting player # and do not enter a score.

Keeping Score
1. Start with Service Round 1.
2. When the player contacts the ball for service, checkmark (✓) the number in the Service Rounds box.
3. If a point is scored slash the number in the Points column.
4. When a loss of rally occurs write the exit score in the Service Round box, then slash the next point in the opponents Points column.

Timeouts
1. Record score at time of request for timeout. Requesting team score first.

Libero Serving
1. When the Libero serves place a triangle around the numeral for that service position (Order)
2. A triangle should be drawn around all points scored by the Libero.

Start time
When 1st Referee beckons for 1st serve. Use international time HH:MM

End Of Set
1. Circle last point scored by each team in the Service Rounds box section (if the last point is from a loss of rally, do not check mark (✓) the number in the Service Rounds box).
2. T-BAR all unused points in the Points Column.
3. Verify Sheet for accuracy.
4. Enter Set Results.

Scorer
1. Points Removed
2. Exceptional Substitution
3. Delay Penalty
4. Delay Warning
5. Yellow Card Warning

OFFICIALS PRINTED NAMES
Last name first, Work Team and Region in all CAPS

IMPROPER REQUEST/SANCTIONS
1. Verbal Requests are not Recorded
2. Delay Warning
3. Yellow Card Warning
4. Delay Penalty
5. (Slash & Circle in Points Column)
6. Expulsion (Circle exiting Player)

REMARKS
For exceptional activity only
(No drawing or notes to friends)
1. Points Removed
2. Exceptional Substitution

SIGNATURES
1. Scorer
2. First Referee
3. Officiating Coaches (First and Second)
4. 1st Referee
5. Scorer
6. Officiating Coaches (First and Second)
7. Officiating Coaches (First and Second)
8. Officiating Coaches (First and Second)
9. Officiating Coaches (First and Second)